
Well here I am in Amsterdam as you can no doubt follow on the list - have spent up to this point as follows -

	 $115 at American Express before leaving which is $15 for D in addition to my own $100

	 Then I gave D twenty dollars in American money and changed $20 at Brussels - have $10 left. Food up 
to this point has been very inexpensive so we have eaten in small, strange places. So what I have given him 
should be enough for these ten days and for tips ($20 food at least).

	 We will be in London the morning of the 1st ad we must be on the boat the afternoon of the 7th at 2:30 
pm - which makes 6 nights there. Have just spoken to D about it and he insists I have enough because he 
would pay for meals & everything in London but I absolutely refuse and if it would be possible to get $50 to me 
in London I would be very, very grateful. To ship my  trunks & storage through Cherbourg & JosPeg [?] & the 
Reid. 



Had bill for May, June and then expenses for the maids, the concierge and the boys at Reid hall who have 
carried my trunks around etc…Then mother’s gloves which were $6 and hope they will be what mums wanted. 
At any rate that’s as clearly as I can account for you. Will be for the boat too.

	 Am quite tired since we have literally walked all over Reims, Luxembourg, Brussels, Bruges, Ghent and 
Antwerp. Have just come in from dinner in a funny old place and now going to take a bath and go to bed. We 
will be here in Amsterdam 2 days and will be able to take things a little more easily.

	 The scenery has been beautiful throughout the trip and especially the little canals in Bruges but D put 
his foot down so am bringing home no Belgium lace - and it was beautiful too!

	 Saw Mr. Walker - dad’s friend - before I left for dinner but Mrs. Walker was sick



and so I didn’t see her. But in discussing several things with Mr. Walker discovered that Mrs. Walker would be 
interested in some of the names & addresses Mme Ribault (Aunt Bertha’s friend) gave me. So wrote a letter of 
thanks & included a detailed list of names, prices & addresses. Hope it helped her. 

	 Everyone was just wonderful in leaving Paris - dinner, cocktails, etc. Met D’s cousin Bingham new head 
of E.C.A. in Paris at the Gen. Rehm’s going away cocktail and he is just wonderful.

	 D wants to write home so must give him the pen - you’d think writing rooms would have ink at least — 

	 Much love

	 Jean


P.S. Mrs .MacLean wrote from London to see me and will write her for when he is finished. 

	 Jean



